c directives/ that is indicated by its inventors by the
term e democratic centralism ' " (p. 7).
The next 150 pages deal with " Man as a Citizen."
In the sub-section, "The Base of the pyramid/'
the electoral franchise is carefully compared with
Western systems and its extraordinary wideness
emphasized. Directing our attention more par-
ticularly to the political rights of the rural popula-
tion, we find that in the meetings of the village
electors " the discussions range over the whole field
of public interests." " The village meeting may pass
resolutions in the nature of suggestions or instructions
on any subject whatsoever . . ." (p. 25). As to the
village Soviets elected by these meetings " the
newest decree insists that it should consider and
discuss also affairs of rayon, oblast, republic, and
even TLS.S.R. importance " (p. 29), and further we
read that according to Soviet jurists ce within the
village the selo- (village-) soviet is c sovereign';
meaning that nothing which it does requires the
sanction of any higher authority before it is put in
operation " (p. 30), a statement to which the authors
add the exclamation " This does not look as if the
Soviet Government was afraid of the peasant, or
distrustful of popular democracy ! " {p. 30).
The rural part of the population of U.S.S.R. was
up to 1928 more than 80 per cent, and is even now not
less than 75 per cent, of the total. We are told that
this numerical preponderance always outweighed the
less favourable rate of representation of the rural
population, so that " the delegates deriving their
mandates ultimately from the village Soviets at all
times constituted the majority of the All-Union
Congress of Soviets " (p. 445), which is the supreme
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